Providing students with access to Inspera via Blackboard
LTI
Before you begin
Ensure you have a Question Set ready to use in the Inspera Assessment production environment
(https://uqi.inspera.com/admin). If you have created your Question Set in the Staff Training environment
(https://uqstafftrainingone.inspera.com), it will need to be copied over to the production environment first.
Please see the guide, Copying a question set from staff training to production, for instructions.
Setting up and activating the assessment in Inspera will occur after you have created the link in your
Blackboard course site.

Learn.UQ (Blackboard) set-up
1. Go to your Blackboard course site and navigate to the Assessment area
2. While Edit Mode is turned on, click on Build Content > Inspera Assessment (you may need to
scroll to the bottom of the Build Content menu to see Inspera Assessment)
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3. At the Create Inspera Assessment page, enter your assessment’s name into the Name field
following the correct naming convention:

This is the ‘test’ name that will get transferred into Inspera, so please take the time to name it
correctly.

4. Enter a Description for the assessment
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5. Under Grading and choose “Yes” for Enable Evaluation. This will create a column in your Grade
Centre for this assessment. This cannot be applied retrospectively, so you must choose “Yes” now
so that the column gets created, even if you presently don’t expect there to be any marks involved
(you can keep the column hidden from students).

6. In the Points Possible field, add in the total marks that your assessment in Inspera is worth.
7. For the Visible to Students setting, choose “No”. This setting is for the Grade Centre column, so
setting it to “No” will ensure that the column is hidden from students until you have completed
marking and are ready to release marks to all students. You may consider providing feedback to
students on the assessment before releasing marks as well.
8. The Due Date is controlled by Inspera, but it is good practice to enter the due date and time in
Blackboard and ensure it matches what you enter in Inspera.
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9. Under Options, the Permit Users to View this Content setting can be set to “Yes” unless you want
to hide the link from students. If the link is visible to students, they will be able to click it and be sent
through to the assessment’s dashboard (which enrols them as “candidates” in the assessment), but
they will not be able to enter the assessment until the start date and time that you will specify in
Inspera.

10. Track Number of Views is optional. This will just show you how many people have clicked the
assessment item’s link in Blackboard. Additional student activity can be viewed in the Monitor
module of Inspera.
11. Select Display After and Display Until dates and times if you would like this link to your
assessment item only displayed to students within a certain time period.
12. Click Submit. The Inspera assessment link and the description you provided will be displayed in
your course site, accompanied by the Inspera logo.

13. Click the Inspera assessment link. You will be redirected to Inspera to continue setting up the
assessment there.
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Inspera set-up
Please see the following guides for assistance with applying settings in Inspera, depending on the
assessment type. Typically, only low-stakes assessments are set up via this Blackboard LTI method while
exams are set up directly in Inspera, with students pre-loaded via a CSV file.


Inspera assessment settings: invigilated on-campus exam (via Safe Exam Browser)



Inspera assessment settings: off-campus exam (non-invigilated or Zoom-invigilated)



Inspera assessment settings: standard (non-exam) assessment

Next steps
If you have chosen to use this method for an assessment that requires Alternative Examination
Arrangements to be applied, you will need apply these before the day that the assessment is due to open.
As this method does not enrol students in the assessment until they’ve clicked the link in Blackboard, you will
need to ask relevant students to click the link in Blackboard before the day that the assessment opens. They
will land on the assessment’s dashboard but won’t yet see the assessment questions. You can then search
students by their s-number (e.g., s1234567) and apply appropriate adjustments.
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